x y z ) coordinates can be converted to spherical coordinates ( ,, r ), when the origin of the coordinate system is placed at the source of laser beams. Then we can obtain a depth image defined by quantizing angles  and  , as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Introduction:
The recent progress of mid-range and long-range laser scanners makes it possible to capture dense point-clouds of manufacturing plants. 3D models of manufacturing plants are useful for simulating the reorganizing of production lines, but a raw point-cloud does not have structures suitable for shape manipulation, and the data size is too large to handle for common PCs. Therefore, it is often required to convert point-clouds to simplified mesh models. So far, researchers have studied shape reconstruction of pipe structures by detecting cylindrical surfaces from large-scale point-clouds [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In the reconstruction of pipes, the shape of a pipe can be easily reconstructed only by estimating the length of the cylinder when a cylindrical surface is extracted.
On the other hand, planar faces may have very complicated boundaries, because surfaces are often be occluded by other surfaces in manufacturing plants. In addition, point-clouds by mid/long-range laser scanners are very noisy and contain a lot of outliers, and the boundary of each planar face becomes a perturbed curve. In this paper, we propose an efficient method for constructing simplified polygonal faces without the loss of detail shapes.
Main idea:
Laser scanners sample points on surfaces using the equal angle spacing. When a laser scanner captures points on a given plane, the distances between points can be easily calculated using the angle spacing and the equation of the plane. For obtaining smooth curves, we define a 2D lattice according to the angle spacing and project each point on the lattice. Then we can obtain boundary pixels and simplify the boundary curves. Our method can recover the structure of original shapes and can greatly reduce the size of mesh models.
Our method consists of the following steps. (2) Detection of Planes: We first segment a depth image and then extract planar regions using the RANSAC method. We segment a depth image by detecting continuous regions. When two neighbor points on a depth image are on the same plane, we can calculate their distance as ( , ) / | ( , ) | s  = p p p n , where n is the normal vector of the plane and   is the angle spacing [4] . We estimate that two points are disconnected when their distance is larger than s. For detecting planes, we randomly select three points from each continuous region and calculate the plane equation. Then we search for the largest continuous planar region by traversing pixels on the depth image. When the number of points is larger than a threshold, we regard the continuous planar region as a planar face. We search for faces until no planar faces are found.
(3) Simplification of Boundaries: Boundaries of detected faces are complicated because of noises and occlusions. Fig.2 (Left) shows an example of the boundary of a planar region, which consists of 3774 points. Since the density of points can be estimated using
we generate a 2D lattice with the spacing of 2s . Then we traverse pixels just like the Marching Cube method, and generate a simplified boundary curve by connecting the centers of boundary pixels. We detect straight-line segments from a sequence of points by using the RANSAC method and further simplify the boundary curves. Finally, we triangulate the closed region, as shown in Fig. 2 (Right) .
Our method can efficiently process a large-scale point-cloud. Fig. 3 shows 5624 simplified planar regions, which were detected from about 50 million points. The computation time was 114 second using Intel Core i7 CPU with 12 GB RAM. Fig. 3 (Left) shows detected planes, the middle shows the wireframe, and the right shows planar faces in 3D space.
When planar faces can be detected, solid objects can also be reconstructed by connecting adjacent faces. Fig.3 (Left) shows cuboids reconstructed using a combination of planar faces. Fig.3 (Right) indicates a template of cuboids, which is used to generate structured representation of planar faces for reconstructing solid objects.
Conclusion:
In this paper, we proposed a method for extracting polygonal faces from large-scale dense pointclouds. We first generated a development image using each point-cloud and segmented it into continuous regions. Then we extracted planes using the RANSAC method. We merged polygonal faces extracted from multiple point-clouds. We also showed a method for simplifying rectangle faces. The experimental results showed that our method could generate polygonal faces in a practical time. 
